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A B S T R A C T

Cladding of a Zr-based metallic glass (MG) on an aluminum substrate was conducted using a layer-wise laser
additive manufacturing (AM) method, leading to relative densities higher than 99%. The thickness of the
cladding was about 300 μm. The effect of laser power on the bonding with the substrate was investigated. Laser
parameters changed from the interface to the bulk of the cladding, such as to obtain both a highly amorphous
coating, and excellent bonding with the substrate. The coating microstructures and properties were analyzed in
terms of crystallized fraction and micro-hardness. The wear resistance of the cladding was 20 times better than
that of the substrate.

1. Introduction

Aluminum and their alloys are of great attraction for aerospace,
automotive, and sport equipment applications because of their light-
weight, high strength to weight ratio, and corrosion resistance prop-
erties. Unfortunately, low wear resistance and hardness have limited
their applications [1,2].

Metallic Glasses (MGs) refer to metallic alloys that do not have a
long-range order in their atomic structure, i.e., they are amorphous [3].
In practice, MGs are produced by cooling the melt quickly enough such
that the atoms cannot arrange into the ordered configuration inherent
to conventional crystalline materials [4]. Due to the non-conventional
atomic arrangement, MGs possess enhanced properties such as excellent
hardness and strength, magnificent corrosion and wear resistance, high
elastic limit, and low Young modulus [3]. However, the non-equili-
brium processing techniques required to produce these alloys restrict
their dimensions in the range of tens of millimeters, and severely limit
their applications to small components and two-dimensional coatings
[5].

There has been a number of attempts to fabricate MGs using laser
processes [6–8]. In AM processes, because the interaction volume be-
tween the laser and the deposited powder is small, the interaction time
is short, therefore, the local cooling rate is very high (103–108 K/s) [9],
and typically higher than the critical cooling rate of most MGs [10]. In
principle, coatings with an amorphous structure can, therefore, be
produced by laser cladding. However, suppressing crystallization in the
laser processing of MGs remains challenging because the heating rate

for avoiding crystallization is often higher than the heating rate actually
achieved in the Heat-Affected Zone (HAZ). Zhu et al. [8] cladded low
carbon steel using a Fe-based metallic glass powder. They could achieve
a partially amorphous coating. Lu et al. [11] used a Zr-based metallic
glass powder to clad a steel substrate. Although they could not achieve
a fully amorphous coating, corrosion resistance was improved com-
pared to the uncladded sample. Even small amounts of crystallization
can be detrimental to the mechanical performance of the coating [12].
Although cladding of crystalline alloys with amorphous materials has
been studied extensively, there are only a few studies focused on multi-
layer cladding [13,14]. Yue et al. [14] cladded a Mg-substrate via a Zr-
based metallic glass. They used thick layers of pre-deposited powder
with a high laser energy density to obtain full melting. This procedure
led to a large HAZ. The authors commented on the thermal history in
the HAZ of multi-layer laser processing, causing the formation of nano-
crystals. Audebert et al. [13] used rescanning to reduce the effect of
intermixing with the substrate, as the latter effect locally changes the
chemical composition of the coating which is then more sensitive to
crystallization. Hemmati et al. [15] investigated the effect of inter-
mixing of Ni–Cr–B–Si–C on carbon steel. They found that reducing the
energy density (reducing melt pool size) led to lower amount of inter-
mixing. All the above studies show that optimizing parameters such as
to provide both a good metallurgical bonding with the substrate and
minimizing crystallization has always been a challenge [8,16].

In this study, for the first time, a Zr-based metallic glass (trade name
AMZ4) is used for cladding. Thin layers of powder are used to minimize
the required laser power, leading to small melt pool and HAZ, and
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reducing the effect of intermixing with the substrate. A new strategy is
proposed for combining good bonding with the substrate and opti-
mizing the coating properties, using two different sets of laser para-
meters, i.e. one for the first layer (interface between the coating and the
substrate), and one for the rest of the coating. The first set of parameters
is shown to ensure good bonding and absence of cracking at the in-
terface, while the second set of parameters provides optimized density,
hardness and wear resistance, and the lowest possible crystallinity.

2. Materials and methods

The powder used for cladding in this study was a gas atomized Zr-
based MG powder (AMZ4) with a nominal composition of
Zr59.3Cu28.8Al10.4Nb1.5 (at.%) and particle size distribution ranging
from 10 μm to 50 μm (D10 = 16 μm, D50= 30 μm, and D90 = 47 μm),
supplied by Heraeus Additive Manufacturing GmbH. The substrate was
an AA2011-T6 aluminum alloy. The chemical composition of the sub-
strate is given in Table 1.

The cladding process used a 500 W fiber laser, with a wavelength of
1070 nm and a spot size of 65 μm. It was performed in an enclosed
chamber pumping continuously the atmosphere while flowing nitrogen,
such as to keep the oxygen level below 10 ppm. The laser scanning
speed was kept constant (600 mm/s) and layer thicknesses (powder-bed
depth) of 20 and 30 μm were tested (16 and 11 cladded layers, re-
spectively). Hatching distances from 50 to 110 μm were used and the
scanning strategy was parallel scanning with a change of 90° for each
layer. The schematic of the cladding process is given in Fig. 1.

Vicker's microhardness measurements were performed using a
Qness Q10A device on the cross-section of the coatings, according to
ASTM E-384. All hardness tests were performed horizontally, except
when the hardness evolution from the substrate to the coating was in-
vestigated (see Fig. 4c). The distance between two adjacent indents was
at least three times the diameter of the indents. The samples were
characterized by XRD (Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer) (Theta-
Theta, 240 mm) in reflection mode and DSC (Netzsch DSC 204 F1
Phoenix at a heating rate of 20 °C/min). The XRD tests were performed

on the top surface (X-Y cross-section) after 100 μm grinding. An FEI
XLF30 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) equipped
with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) was used to detect the possible presence of crystals.
The microstructure of the coating was revealed using an etching solu-
tion of 45 ml water +45 ml HNO3 + 10 ml HF. The porosity content of
the samples was determined by optical microscopy (OM) (Leica
DM6000M) using the ImageJ® software.

Wear tests were carried out on the surface of the samples (polished
down to sandpaper with 2500 mesh size) in a reciprocating tribometer
with a ball-on-flat configuration. A more detailed description of the
tribometer can be found in [17]. Al2O3 balls of 6 mm diameter were
used as a counterpart. The applied normal force was 2 N at an average
speed of 6 mm/s and 1 Hz frequency. The maximum contact pressure,
shear stress, and the depth of maximum shear stress between the Al2O3

ball and the coating were 685 MPa, 228 MPa, and 2 μm, respectively,
which was calculated using Hertz equation [18]. The duration of each
test was 30 min, with a stroke length of 3 mm and a total sliding dis-
tance of 10.8 m. The sample surfaces and the counterpart balls were
previously cleaned in ultrasound baths with acetone and subsequently
in ethanol for 5 min each, and then dried with oil-free compressed air.

A 3D laser scanning confocal microscope, VK-X1000 Series, was
used to measure the volume loss in each wear track. The average
amount of volume loss of three wear tracks was reported.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optimization of processing parameters

An SEM image of the powder is shown in Fig. 2a. The spherical
shape of the powder particles indicates that the powder flowability is
likely to be suitable for powder-bed processing. The XRD pattern of the
gas-atomized powder is represented in Fig. 2b. It shows a broad halo
peak, which indicates that the powder is amorphous. Fig. 2c shows the
DSC profile of the powder using the heating rate of 20 °C/min. The
thermal information of the DSC test is presented in Table 2.

To study the effect of laser cladding parameters, samples were
fabricated with a laser power varying from 80 W to 35 W with a de-
crement of 5 W, at a constant scanning speed, 600 mm/s. Two different
layer thicknesses (20 μm and 30 μm) were considered, and the hatching
distance was varied from 50 μm to 95 μm. Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of
laser power, layer thickness, and hatching distance on the Vicker's
microhardness value of the coatings.

Fig. 3a indicates that the coating hardness drops with a decrease in
the laser power, and saturates around 470 (HV2). The effect is illu-
strated with a 30 μm layer thickness, but the trend is similar to a 20 μm
layer thickness. As the laser power (and energy density [19]) increases,
both the melt pool and the HAZ become larger and promote crystal-
lization [14,19]. Higher laser powers, therefore, led to higher hardness
due to larger crystallized fraction.

Coatings fabricated with a laser power higher than 65 W exhibited
cracks at the interface (see the inset of Fig. 3a). To have a good bonding
between a coating and a substrate, a part of the substrate should be
melted. Due to the Marangoni effect [16] and flow of the molten ma-
terial in the melt pool, intermixing of the coating material and the
substrate occurs. The mixing causes a change of local chemical com-
position and may introduce nucleation sites significantly affecting glass-
forming ability (GFA). The process window preventing crystallization
will, therefore, be reduced compared to that of the initial Zr-based MG.
For example, the critical cooling rate will increase [20]. The effect of
intermixing with the substrate affects only the first layers of the coating.
High heating and cooling rates lead to significant thermal stresses, and
at high laser power, crystallization will occur and increase the material
brittleness. As crystallization is higher near the substrate, it leads to
cracking at the interface.

Fig. 3b indicates that the coatings with 20 μm layer thickness had a

Table 1
Chemical composition (wt%) of the Al-alloy substrate

Element Al Cu Fe Si Pb Bi Others

wt% Bal 5.0–6.0 0.0–0.7 0.0–0.4 0.2–0.4 0.2–0.6 0.0–0.4

Fig. 1. Schematic of the cladding process performed in this study.
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higher hardness value compared to the coatings with 30 μm layer
thickness because of a higher energy density over the layer thickness,
which led to a higher fraction of crystallization. Therefore, all re-
maining samples were produced with a layer thickness of 30 μm. All
obtained hardness values are higher than that of the amorphous ma-
terial [21] (HV2 = 450), which means that all coatings were partially
crystalline.

The hatching distance was varied from 50 to 95 μm to increase the
amorphous fraction of the coating (see Fig. 3c). For a given power, the
hardness (and crystallized fraction) decreases with an increase of
hatching distance. In the same way, for a given hatching distance, the
coating manufactured with lower laser power exhibits a lower hardness
(and crystallized fraction). Both effects come from a reduced energy
density, which makes the Temperature-time (T-t) history less in favor of

crystallization. However, a too low energy density leads to lack of fu-
sion (LoF) defects. For instance, the coatings fabricated using a laser
power less than 40 W and a hatching spacing larger than 70 μm de-
tached from the substrate because of the LoF porosity at the interface
(see the inset of Fig. 3c). The coating exhibited a density below 99%
which was mainly due to LoF.

Fig. 4a represents the XRD patterns of some of the coatings, in-
dicating each time the laser power followed by the hatching distance,
for a 30 μm layer thickness. The samples produced with a higher power
(40 W) display more peaks than the others. Their crystalline fraction is
larger because of higher heat input. Since the increase in the hatching
distance resulted in a global heat input decrease and reduced overlap
between adjacent laser tracks, the trend was also a reduction of crys-
tallinity. There is a broad pattern without any sharp diffraction peaks

Fig. 2. a) SEM image of the gas atomized AMZ4 powder, b) XRD pattern of the powder, and c) DSC profile of the powder (heating rate of 20 °C/min).

Table 2
Summary of the DSC results

Sample Tg onset (°C) Tx onset (°C) ΔT (°C) ΔHx (J/g) Amorphousa (%)

35 W-95 μm 397 472 75 100 99
35 W-80 μm 399 471 72 98 97
35 W-70 μm 395 472 77 92.6 92
40 W-90 μm 396 471 75 87.8 87
40 W-80 μm 396 471 75 84.8 84
AMZ4 powder 398 474 76 101 100

a Within the detection resolution of the DSC test.
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for the coating manufactured with 35 W-95 μm, suggesting that the
obtained coating is amorphous within the detection resolution of the
XRD test.

Fig. 4b shows the DSC curves of the selected set of coatings and the

BMG powder. DSC results are representative of the mid-height region of
the coating. The curves look identical, but their enthalpies of crystal-
lization are different. The enthalpy of crystallization relates to the
crystalline fraction in the coating [22]. The DSC curves of the coatings
showed some asymmetry related to the overlap of two crystallization
peaks. The observed behavior is due to a multi-step crystallization
[23–28]. The amorphous phase transforms into one type of crystal and
then that crystal to another type. K.M. Cole et al. [28] stated that the
amorphous phase of their Zr-BMG first transforms into Cubic Zr2Ni that,
and then, into tetragonal Zr2Ni and Zr5Ni4Al. Table 2 gives the onset
temperature for glass transition, Tg, and crystallization of the first peak,
Tx, the supercooled liquid region (SLR), ΔT, and the enthalpy of crys-
tallization, ΔHx, for several coatings. Compared to the powder sample,
the onset temperatures for glass transition and crystallization of the
coatings are shifted to lower temperatures, but generally, the corre-
sponding SLR is slightly larger. The reduced glass transition ratio (Tg/
Tl, melting point Tl = 1188 K) is 0.56. Fu et al. [29] stated that a Tg/Tl

higher than 0.6 indicates a good thermal stability and glass forming
ability (GFA) of a metallic glass. In addition, A. Inoue [30] indicated
that a wide SLR is an indication of a good GFA of the metallic glass. In
the current study, Tg/Tl is slightly lower than the reported critical
value, but a wide SLR (more than 70 °C) compensates this limitation. It
was assumed here that the powder was fully amorphous, and the
amorphous fraction of each sample was calculated by dividing the
crystallization enthalpy of the produced samples (measured by DSC) by
the crystallization enthalpy of the powder. As crystallization increases
hardness but reduces fracture toughness [31], the processing para-
meters leading to the highest amount of amorphous phase (according to
the DSC tests), without any crystallization peak (according to the XRD
tests), were selected, although other samples were crack free as well.

AM methods have the ability to vary the processing parameters
between layers to decouple the properties at the interface and in the
bulk. While a highly amorphous coating was obtained with 35 W-
95 μm, laser parameters have to be optimized to get an excellent
bonding for the first layer at the interface with the substrate. To comply
with two criteria of good bonding with the substrate (no LoF) and
preventing cracking at the interface, a laser power of 60 W was se-
lected. As shown in Fig. 3c, an increase in the hatching distance leads to
lower hardness and consequently, higher amorphous content because of
lower applied energy density. Therefore, the highest value of hatching
distance (110 μm), which did not result in LoF at the interface with the
substrate, was chosen. Thus, the first layer was cladded with the laser
power of 60 W, scanning speed of 600 mm/s, layer thickness of 30 μm
and hatching distance of 110 μm. Compared to the inset of Fig. 3c
(coatings without varying the laser power), coatings fabricated by
varying the parameters from the interface to the bulk (see the inset of
Fig. 4c) showed an excellent interface bonding without any cracks and
LoF defects. The porosity content in the bulk of the coating was less
than 0.5%. Fig. 4c shows the microhardness of the cross-section of the
optimized coating. The sudden increase near the interface illustrates the
high hardness of AMZ4 compared to the Al-substrate, with therefore
expected improved surface properties.

Fig. 5a shows a coating cross-section SEM micrograph, in the opti-
mized processing conditions. Using 60 W power for the first layer led to
melting of the Al-substrate and made a good bonding between the
coating and the substrate. To check the existence of micron and/or sub-
micron size crystals in the coating, EBSD mapping with a step size of
200 nm was used. The band contrast map, which indicates all the dif-
fracted phases, is presented in Fig. 5b. Through the bulk of the coating,
no crystals were detected. The coating can be labeled amorphous in the
sense that crystals larger than several hundreds of nanometer could not
be detected (smaller nano-crystals can, however, exist). The larger
grains at the bottom of the map are those of the Al-substrate, and the
smaller ones are related to the MG partial crystallization in the first
layer of the coating (with increased laser power). The elemental dis-
tribution across the interface (Fig. 5c) showed a uniform distribution of

Fig. 3. a) Effect of laser power on the hardness (HV2) values of the coating, at
fixed layer thickness and hatching distance, b) effect of layer thickness on the
hardness (HV2) values of the coating at fixed hatching distance, and c) effect of
hatching distance on the hardness (HV 0.1) values of the coating, at fixed layer
thickness.
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the alloying elements in the coating, and mixing of alloy elements near
the interface region, over a typical distance of 15–20 μm, which is less
than one layer thickness. The reason for a sudden increase of Al content
and decrease in Zr, Cu, and Nb contents is the diffusion of a part of the
Al-substrate in the intermixing region, which is indicated by a white
arrow in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 6 shows SEM images from different regions of the coating after
etching. The top part of the coating is presented in Fig. 6a. A part of
melt pool 1 is remelted by melt pool 2 due to the overlap (hatching
distance) between both tracks. Since this region is melted and solidified
quickly, it is amorphous. There is a crystallized region on the left side of
melt pool 2. This region was a part of the previous track (melt pool 1)
and became HAZ of melt pool 2 (i.e., it was not remelted). Since this
region experiences temperatures above the crystallization temperature
of the material (and below the melting point), it is more susceptible to
crystallization. The area fraction of crystals is, there, around
3.7 ± 0.6%, using ImageJ®. However, this value may be slightly
overestimated due to the etching procedure. A higher magnification
image of region b is shown in Fig. 6b. Submicron crystals precipitated in
the amorphous matrix are detected in the HAZ. The average size of the
nano-crystals is 233 ± 93 nm. EBSD measurements could therefore not
detect these nano-crystals, considering the 200 nm step size (a few
pixels are needed).

Fig. 6c shows an SEM image at the mid-height of the coating. The
area fraction of crystals in this area was increased to 5.7 ± 0.8 %, due
to thermal effects introduced by the subsequently added layers. The
reason for the discrepancy between the crystallization fraction mea-
sured by DSC (1%) and SEM images is that DSC analysis is not sensitive

enough to detect localized nano-crystallization. According to Allen
et al. [32], the heat generation of nano-crystals is extremely weak, and
cannot be measured accurately with conventional DSC systems. Like-
wise, XRD tests did not show any crystalline peak for the optimized
sample, indicating that the fraction of nano-crystals was below the
detection limit. In small amounts, however, the presence of nanocrys-
tals does not change dramatically most of the mechanical properties
[33]; it is, therefore, acceptable to rely on the (quasi) absence of
crystallization from standard DSC or XRD measurements, when these
mechanical properties are of concern. The interface of the coating and
the substrate is finally presented in Fig. 6d. It clearly depicts the in-
termixing region and the related occurrence of crystallization. The
rectangular region e in Fig. 6d is rotated by 90° (counter-clockwise) and
shown with higher magnification in Fig. 6e. An EDS line scan was
carried out along the yellow line to check the distribution of elements in
the intermixing region. It can be seen in Fig. 6f that oscillations of Zr,
Al, and Nb content are often correlated, as one would expect from the
chemical composition of the alloy. At one location (at the distance of
15 μm), only the amount of Al has increased, which can be attributed to
the diffusion from the substrate. According to Shen et al. [34], BMGs
are very sensitive to the change in the chemical composition of ele-
ments, and this change can strongly influence their crystallization be-
havior. We, therefore, assume these chemical effects promote crystal-
lization near the interface with the substrate.

3.2. Wear behavior

Fig. 7a–d show confocal microscopy images of wear tracks and

Fig. 4. All the samples were printed with a layer thickness of 30 μm with laser powers and hatching distances stated in the captions. a) XRD results of the coatings, b)
DSC results of the coatings (heating rate of 20 °C/min), and c) microhardness (HV 0.1) results of the coating produced by the optimized processing parameters (at the
interface 60 W-110 μm and for the bulk 35 W-95 μm). The inset is the OM micrograph of the coating cross-section with the processing parameters mentioned above.
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Fig. 7e presents the volume loss in the wear tests. It indicates a sig-
nificant increase in wear resistance when the substrate is cladded with
Zr-based metallic glass. The inset of Fig. 7e highlights the differences
associated with different cladding parameters. As the crystallization
fraction increases, the volume loss decreases, which is consistent with
the higher hardness of the crystalline phase compared to the amorphous
phase. These results are consistent with the finding of H.W et al. [6] for
laser cladding of titanium with a Ti-based metallic glass. Yue et al. [14]
used a Zr-metallic glass for cladding a magnesium substrate and also
observed that the increase in hardness resulted in higher wear re-
sistance. In addition, they indicated that samples containing nano-
crystals had better wear resistance than amorphous samples, but re-
duced corrosion resistance.

The compressive yield strength of AMZ4 is 1.4 GPa [33], which is
higher than the applied maximum contact pressure. As mentioned
earlier, the maximum depth of the shear stress was 2 μm and the depth
of the wear track in Fig. 7d is 9 μm. These two values are much lower
than the thickness of the coating, which is 300 μm. Therefore, the
substrate is not affected by the wear of the coating.

Cardinal et al. [31] investigated the effect of crystallization on the
toughness of a gold-based BMG. They observed that crystallization

caused brittleness, the toughness decreasing as the crystalline fraction
increased. Ketkaew et al. [35] studied the crystallization of Zr-based
and Pd-based BMGs. Crystallization up to 6% in volume did not affect
the fracture toughness, but one additional percent of crystallization
decreased it by 50%. In the current study, although higher crystalline
fractions lead to better wear resistance, the total fraction must remain
as low as possible such as to provide reasonable toughness, and prevent
cracking during processing. Indeed, cladding operating at high powers,
such as the cladding fabricated by the power of 70 W, layer thickness of
30 μm, hatching distance of 50 μm and scanning speed of 600 mm/s,
did lead to cracks in the coating (see the inset of Fig. 3a). Since the wear
resistance of the sample with 16% crystallization (40 W-80 μm) was not
even twice that of the sample with 1% crystallization (35 W-95 μm),
and because we did not want to jeopardize the toughness of the coating,
the condition with 35 W-95 μm was considered as the optimal one. The
wear-rate of the coating fabricated with the optimal parameters is
1.44 × 10−4 mm3 · N−1 · m−1.

Since the chosen wear testing conditions such as substrates, coating,
applied force, sliding speed and distance are different from other lit-
erature results, a comparison of the ratio of the wear rates of Aluminum
alloys substrates to the wear rates of different coatings is presented in

Fig. 5. a) SEM micrograph of the cross-section of the optimized coating (the power and the hatching distance used for the first layer above the interface were 60 W
and 110 μm, (60 W-110 μm), respectively and for the bulk 35 W-95 μm), b) EBSD band contrast of the area marked in (a), and c) EDS line scan across the interface
showing the evolution of chemistry.
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Fig. 8. This ratio was defined as relative wear resistance by Wong et al.
[36]. When using this representation, the proposed AMZ4 coating
shows excellent performance, even though the average hardness of our
aluminum substrate at 5 kg (HV5), 300 g (HV0.3), and 50 g (HV0.05)
force is 120.2 ± 4, 132.4 ± 7.2, and 125.4 ± 11.1, respectively, i.e.
higher than the substrate hardness values reported in the other studies:
80 (HV5) [37], 110 (HV0.05) [36], and 60 (HV0.3) [38].

Fig. 9a shows an SEM image of the wear track of the sample printed

with the optimized parameters (Fig. 7d), which led to 1% crystal-
lization. Regions b and c are zoomed in Fig. 9b and c. Wear debris are
shown at Point 1 and Point 3, while zones such as Point 2 and Point 4
correspond to the undamaged coating. EDS analyses were performed at
Points 1 to 4, and the results are presented in Table 3. Points 1 and 3
indicate the presence of oxygen, while Points 2 and 4 do not show
unexpected composition. The oxygen content is attributed to the reac-
tion of wear debris with oxygen in the air, probably resulting in

Fig. 6. SEM images of different regions of the coating, a) top part, b) magnified region b found in a), c) mid-height part, d) bottom part of the coating where
intermixing occurs, e) magnified region e (rotated 90° counter-clockwise) found in d) where EDS line (along the yellow line) analysis was carried out, and f) EDS
spectra of the yellow line in f). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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oxidized Zr [22]. Based on the morphologies of the wear track and
debris, the wear mechanism was a combination of abrasive-wear and
oxidation-wear, which is consistent with the study of Zhang et al. [39]

4. Conclusion

In this study, multi-layers of a Zr-based metallic glass were cladded
on an aluminum alloy via laser additive manufacturing. The

Fig. 7. Confocal microscopy image of a wear track on Al-substrate (a), and cladded samples with: b) the power of 40 W and hatching distance of 80 μm, c) the power
of 35 W and hatching distance of 70 μm, d) the power of 35 W and hatching distance of 95 μm, the color bar of the legends corresponds to the distance from the
original surface before the wear tests e) wear test quantitative results with inset zooming on the volume loss changes for different cladding parameters.
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microstructure and mechanical properties of the coating were studied,
and the following results can be outlined:

1) AMZ4 MG powder was successfully cladded on an aluminum sub-
strate to a thickness of 300 μm with less than 0.5% porosity content
and the laser power threshold for crack initiation at the interface
was identified.

2) To obtain an excellent crack-free coating, two different sets of laser
parameters were used, near the interface and in the bulk. The energy
density of the first layer was higher in order to melt the powder and

Fig. 8. Comparison of relative wear resistance (ratio of substrate wear rate to
coating wear rate) of AMZ4 (Zr-based MG), Fe-based MG [38], Ni-Cr-B-Si [36]
coatings and TiC composite [37] on aluminum alloy substrates.

Fig. 9. a) SEM micrograph of the wear track shown in Fig. 7d (35 W-95 μm), b) magnified image of region b in (a), and c) magnified image of region c in (a).

Table 3
Element composition (wt%) of the four points shown in Fig. 9b and c measured
by EDS working at 20 kV

Location Element composition (wt%)

Zr Cu Al Nb O

Point 1 66.3 19.2 3.9 5.3 8.3
Point 2 67.6 23.1 3.4 6 –
Point 3 56.2 19.6 2.9 5.3 15.9
Point 4 67.2 23.4 3.4 6 –
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the solid substrate, and led to good bonding at the interface. Laser
parameters leading to a lower energy density were used in the bulk
of the coating, achieving a density higher than 99.5%, and max-
imizing the amorphous fraction.

3) A higher crystalline fraction leads to a harder coating, and a lower
wear rate. However, the toughness needs to be considered as crys-
tallization leads to brittleness and cracking. As a consequence, the
lowest crystalline fraction represents the optimum condition. The
hardness of the coating is quasi-uniform throughout the thickness.

4) The presence of nano-crystals was beyond the detection limit of
XRD, DSC, and EBSD measurements (using a step size of 200 nm).
Nano-crystals were identified from SEM images (average size of
233 nm) and result in a crystallized fraction between 4 and 6% in
the optimized sample.

5) Two mechanisms of crystallization operated in the coating. One was
related to the change of chemical composition near the substrate
(confirmed by EDS), and the other resulted from the thermal history
in the Heat-Affected Zones (HAZs) of the laser tracks.

6) The wear resistance of the amorphous coating was 20 times higher
than that of the substrate, which places it among the best possible
coatings for Aluminum alloys.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that multi-layer cladding of a
Zr-based metallic glass on aluminum parts is possible, and highly
beneficial for applications where mechanical properties such as wear-
resistance and hardness are crucial.
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